unsurprisingly, Prémontval’s *Philosophical Views* was placed on the index of prohibited books in 1761.\(^{51}\)

Given the controversy surrounding his unorthodox views, it is also unsurprising that Prémontval was passed over for the position of censor of historical books, for which he was proposed in 1758.\(^{52}\) Shortly thereafter he put aside his work in philosophy and took on a different project, which sought to examine—and fiercely critique—the use of French by scholars in Germany. As a vehicle for this, Prémontval established a new periodical, *Préservatif contre la corruption de la langue française* [Preservative against the corruption of the French language], which ran from 1759 until his death five years later.\(^{53}\) A principal target was Formey, who was savaged not for his philosophical views but for his writing style and fitness to lead the Academy.\(^{54}\) After several years, in the face of declining public interest in the invectives of his *Preservative* as well as increasing pressure from allies and academicians concerned that he was harming public perception of the Academy by his tireless attacks on its perpetual secretary, Prémontval decided to rein himself in and make peace with Formey.\(^{55}\)

The final year of Prémontval’s life was also one of his most productive, resulting in him giving no fewer than twelve separate memoirs to the Academy between June 1763 and June 1764, half of which were devoted to sketching out a fourth solution to the Cartesian mind-body problem—a solution to which he gave the grand name of “psychocracy” (i.e., the dominion of the soul). But Prémontval’s newfound burst of academic activity was not to last. On August 27, 1764, while dining with other savants at the house of the Russian envoy, he received the news (delivered in a slightly mocking tone by Euler, according to some)\(^{56}\) that a chair of eloquence that Frederick II had established at a military school was to be offered to Toussaint, one of Prémontval’s bitter enemies and against whom he had directed his *Rascal Panage* of 1750. Prémontval, who coveted the position, was said to be so aggravated by the news that on his way back home he developed a fever from which he did not recover, dying eight days later on September 3.

**“A CHAOS OF METAPHYSICS”**

As the Academy’s perpetual secretary, the task of delivering Prémontval’s eulogy fell to Formey. Despite the acrimony that had existed between them for much of Prémontval’s time as an academician, Formey’s eulogy was largely balanced and fair. He praised Prémontval’s ability to identify weaknesses, gratuitous assumptions, and equivocations in the most respected hypotheses, and stated “No-one knew better than he how to follow the thread of an analysis, handle distinctions, and sometimes extract gold from the mud,
though much more often extract mud from what had hitherto been regarded as
gold.”57 There were, he said, two things that prevented Prémontval from ful-
filling his true potential: first, that he was only able to attend to his projects so
long as he maintained an extreme passion for them, and second, hardly ever
being able to maintain a cool head, he sometimes exaggerated the strength
of his own arguments and the weaknesses of others. Regarding Prémontval’s
principal philosophical work, the two-volume *Philosophical Views*, Formey
asserted that “it is mainly about Leibnizianism and Wolffianism, whose prin-
cipal doctrines excited in Mr. Prémontval a sentiment approaching indigna-
tion.”58 This gave rise to the portrayal of Prémontval as a man who had, in
one writer’s words, an “‘emotional aversion’ to Leibniz and Wolff,”59 which
is potentially misleading for two reasons. First, it suggests that Prémontval
was especially hostile to Leibniz and Wolff, even though the works of Descartes, Locke, Malebranche, and Rousseau attracted his vituperation no less
than did those of Leibniz and Wolff, and in some cases rather more: Pré-
montval’s treatment of Locke’s writings on education is especially vicious.60
Second, to intimate that Prémontval was particularly affected by Leibniz and
Wolff is to overlook the clear points of agreement between their respective
philosophies. Prémontval himself openly acknowledged that he agreed with
Leibniz and Wolff on several key points of doctrine, namely optimism, the
existence of simple beings, and the principle of indiscernibles;61 this should
not go unnoted, even if Prémontval’s agreement on such matters often did not
extend to his endorsing the doctrines in quite the way either Leibniz or Wolff
had understood them.

Nevertheless it is fair to say that Prémontval’s philosophy is often
best understood in relation to that of the dominant figures of Leibniz
and Wolff. Nowhere is this clearer than in the matter of Prémontval’s
ontology, which is detailed at the start of his essay, “The theology of
being”:

That which exists is only a single being, or there are several beings.
If there is something that is only a single being and not several beings, I call
it *simple being*.
If there is something that is several beings and not a single being, I call it
*composite being*.
Every composite being, or every collection of several beings, is not a single
being, but several beings…
*Several* presupposes the *unity* of that of which there are several.
*Several beings* presuppose the *unity of being*.
Several beings presuppose something that is only one being and not several
beings.
Every composite presupposes the simple.
If there are beings, there are simple beings, and strictly speaking there are only simple beings. That is, strictly speaking, every composite being is not a being, but a collection of several beings.

Lastly, I lay it down as an axiom that a being is not several beings, but a single being.\textsuperscript{62}

Much of this reads like the opening sections of Leibniz’s “Monadology,”\textsuperscript{63} though Prémontval claims that his inspiration was not Leibniz but rather a brief passage on unity in a mathematics textbook written by Nicolas de Malezieu (1650–1727).\textsuperscript{64} Nevertheless, Prémontval makes a number of other claims that again map well on to those found in Leibniz’s “Monadology,” for example, that every simple is different from every other;\textsuperscript{65} that every simple has a plurality (possibly even an infinity) of properties,\textsuperscript{66} giving each simple being different degrees of force;\textsuperscript{67} and that change in composites presupposes change in some or all of the simples that compose the composites.\textsuperscript{68} Prémontval stops short of adopting a full-blown Leibnizian monadology by refusing to endow simples with a force or power to generate representations.\textsuperscript{69} Accordingly, Prémontval is actually closer to a Wolffian ontology of simple substances than to a Leibnizian ontology of monads. Like Wolff, Prémontval supposes that extended bodies are composites of indivisible elements, that is, simples,\textsuperscript{70} though unlike Wolff, who describes these elements as unextended “atoms of nature,”\textsuperscript{71} Prémontval refuses to be drawn on whether the simples of the body have extension or not. To understand his reluctance, we should note that while he is adamant that the soul is not extended by virtue of the fact that it thinks and feels,\textsuperscript{72} he is agnostic as to whether the simples that compose bodies can think, or feel, or neither (this being an issue he claims he is in no position to determine).\textsuperscript{73}

Where Prémontval does depart quite significantly from both Leibniz and Wolff is over the origin and quantity of these simple substances. Leibniz and Wolff both claimed that whatever substances exist were brought into existence by God in a single act of creation and thereafter sustained in existence through a process of conservation or continued creation.\textsuperscript{74} Moreover, both believed that as some possible substances are incompossible (i.e., incompatible) with others, God freely chose one set of compossible substances, this being the most perfect of all possible sets that, when created, constitutes the best of all possible worlds.\textsuperscript{75} Prémontval’s account differs here in virtually every respect. He rejects the idea of creation outright, supposing instead that all beings exist of themselves, or necessarily. He also implicitly rejects the idea of incompossibility when he claims that all possible beings exist, and exist necessarily. He is also cautious on the matter of optimism: while he accepts that the world is the best as regards that which depends upon God,
who ensures that the world contains as much perfection at each moment as is possible, he holds that it is not best as regards that which depends upon free beings, though he envisages these beings improving continuously under the influence of God, who acts out of necessity to remove as much imperfection from the whole as possible.

At the root of Prémontval’s divergence from the Leibnizian/Wolffian position is his belief that God’s principal (and indeed overriding) aim is to make all beings holy and happy as quickly as possible, as no other aim would be consistent with his perfect goodness. Prémontval was incredulous at the oft-made suggestion that God could have made all happy and holy from the outset but opted not to do because it conflicted with more important considerations. To Leibniz’s assertion that God did not will all to be virtuous and happy because such uniformity would rob the universe of variety, Prémontval responded that a God prepared to put variety above virtue and happiness could not be perfectly good or indeed a God of love. And to Malebranche’s assertion that God prizes simplicity of means above all else, which meant inter alia using the fewest number of wills or miraculous interventions, Prémontval responded that it would take just one act of will to establish as a general law that all be happy and holy. He added that if it turned out that such an effect could only be achieved by a perpetual series of miracles then a perfectly good God would perpetually perform these miracles in order to his realize his aim, being unprepared to subordinate it to any other considerations.

Convinced that God would do nothing to compromise his aim of making all happy and holy, Prémontval notes that a creator God would have been capable of creating all beings happy and holy from the outset since such a state is not just possible in itself, in that it implies no contradiction, but also possible for God by dint of his omnipotence. The fact that beings clearly had not been created this way suggested to Prémontval that God had not created beings at all and that therefore the doctrine of creation was false. Although Prémontval offers no formal disproof of the doctrine, he does identify a number of further reasons not to endorse it. For example, he argues that to suppose God the creator of all is effectively to burden him with being the author of evil, as he would have created (and conserved) creatures that sin along with other evils. In addition, Prémontval also notes, using none other than Formey as an authority, that the idea of creation was unknown in antiquity, even to early Christians, which would at least suggest that it cannot be (or should not be) an article of faith for Christians today.

Having found good reasons not to accept the traditional doctrine of creation, Prémontval supposes instead that all existing beings are uncreated, that is, exist of themselves, or necessarily, and so have always existed and always will exist. Although the property of aseity (existing of oneself) was
traditionally granted only to God, Prémontval extends it to all possible beings on the grounds that it is absurd to suppose that some possible beings would have it, and so exist necessarily, while others would not, and so not exist at all. Thus what exists does not exist because of some divine choice, though Prémontval claims that if God were a creator then the end result would have been the same in any case, as his perfect goodness would have prevented him from refusing existence to any possible being, and hence he would have chosen to create all of them.

The idea that every possible being exists of itself, which Prémontval terms the principle of universal aseity, forms the basis of his novel proof for the existence of God. The proof begins with the claim that atheists are committed to the principle of aseity, which holds that existing things exist of themselves. Although Prémontval does not identify any particular atheists who endorsed it, it is likely he has in mind Epicurus and his followers, who posited an infinity of uncreated atoms moving randomly through an uncreated void. Since such thinkers would accept that existing things exist of themselves, Prémontval reckoned they should also accept that aseity is universal, extending to all possibles, for the aforementioned reason (that it would be absurd to think that some possible beings have it while others do not). On the assumption that the atheist would have to concede this point, Prémontval finishes off his proof by arguing that as an omnipotent, omniscient, perfectly good God is among the number of possible beings, as he implies no contradiction, it follows that he too exists, and necessarily, consequently, the atheist is compelled by his own principle to admit the existence of God. Prémontval’s proof is unusual in that it seeks to start from premises the atheist would accept, and as such reveals a degree of understanding of the atheist position lacking in other proofs. Since the proof rests upon an atheist principle, it is not implausible to conjecture that it captures the sort of reasoning that led Prémontval back to theism from the atheistic Pyrrhonism of his youth. Nevertheless, it is clear that he did not consider the supposedly “atheist” principle of universal aseity to be in any way inconsistent with theism.

The God that emerges from Prémontval’s proof differs from the God of Leibniz and Wolff (and many other theists) in that he is “the creator only of order, and of the good which results from it.” On this account, God presides over a world of beings he did not create and which together lack any inherent order and harmony. Prémontval refers to this disorderly collection of beings as “matter” and describes it as “supreme wickedness,” not because it is driven to evil acts by any understanding or will but because it is inherently chaotic and disorderly, and as such is not as the supreme goodness of God would want it to be. God therefore submits it to order as best he can. Such a view is likely indebted to the account in Plato’s Timaeus of the formation of the cosmos by a craftsman, the demiurge, who acts on preexisting matter,
which is by nature disorderly, chaotic, and unpredictable. In conferring order upon this material the demiurge seeks to bring about the best arrangement, though as the material has natural properties that are in opposition to the order imposed on it, the effects of these properties can only be partially subjugated by the demiurge, never wholly eradicated. On Prémontval’s account, the natural property that prevents God simply imposing the order he wants on the collection of beings (matter) is the free will with which some or all beings are naturally endowed, as this puts them beyond God’s direct control.

What lies behind such thinking is Prémontval’s endorsement of what would later be termed a libertarian conception of free will, according to which a choice is truly free if it is not in any way determined beforehand, either by circumstances or by character; accordingly, a free choice is one that could quite literally have been otherwise even under exactly the same antecedent conditions. Prémontval insists that only if choices are not determined or rendered inevitable either by circumstances or character—neither of which is under the control of an agent—can the agent be said to be the author of her choices and thus be held accountable for them, as morality demands.

To illustrate the difference between free and unfree choices, Prémontval devised the following thought experiment. Take any given choice and then suppose the world is annihilated and subsequently recreated exactly as it was immediately before the choice was made. Would the choice be the same the second time around, or the third, or fourth, etc.? If a being is genuinely free, Prémontval insists that it would sometimes make a different choice, thus reflecting the fact that it is not infallibly determined to one choice either by its circumstances or character. If a being would always make the same choice in precisely the same circumstances, then it is devoid of free will and consequently its choices are necessary rather than contingent. Prémontval claims that this is the case with God who, on account of his perfect nature, would invariably act in the same way in the same circumstances, which is to say that he would always choose the best course of action. God is therefore subject to necessity, not to some external necessity but rather the necessity of his own nature.

According to Prémontval, the free choices of beings function much like the random motion of Epicurean atoms, inasmuch as they inject chance into the universe, that is, undetermined and contingent actions. This makes the future genuinely open and unknowable in advance, even to God. Prémontval echoes Socinus’ belief that God does not stand outside time and so is unable to behold all the events of history in one timeless gaze, and also holds that free choices are inherently unpredictable even to a temporal God because there is often quite literally no reason for them at all; this is not just the case for indifferent choices, where ex hypothesi there can be no reason to choose one alternative over another, but for the great majority of free choices.
Prémontval was well aware that such thinking ran counter to the Leibnizian principle of sufficient reason, which holds that there is a reason (in fact a complete reason) for each and every thing, event, or choice. Unfazed, he undertook an examination of the principle and claimed that when formulating it, its supporters—Leibniz, Wolff, and their followers—either contradict themselves, give circular definitions, or beg the question. However, Prémontval did not reject the principle of sufficient reason outright; he merely denied that it applied universally, as the Leibnizians and Wolffians claimed. While Prémontval accepted that there was always a sufficient reason for God’s (necessary) choice, he denied that this was always the case for the choices of other beings that stemmed from their free will.

Whereas philosophers had traditionally conceived free will as a divine gift, Prémontval insisted that it was more of an imperfection or curse in that it enables those who have it to go wrong as well as right. Because this conflicts with God’s principal aim of bringing about a harmonious whole in which all creatures are holy and happy, Prémontval supposed that if it had been possible for God to remove or override the free wills of human beings then he would have done so; the fact that he hadn’t suggested it wasn’t possible at all. This meant that God always has been and always will be restricted to guiding and influencing these beings to his goal of universal happiness and holiness, which he seeks to bring about as swiftly as possible. As the universe was still a long way from its perfected state, Prémontval was reluctant to claim, as Leibniz and Wolff had, that the world was the best possible. Instead, he stated that the world is the best in that which depends absolutely upon God, but not in that which depends upon free beings. Prémontval is thus more accurately described as a meliorist rather than an optimist, even if there are clear strains of optimism in his thought. The difference between Prémontval and his German protagonists is evident when we consider the place of evil in the world. Whereas Leibniz and Wolff had envisaged evil as being part and parcel of the best system of things, and indeed as contributing to its perfection, Prémontval sees it as something to be eliminated, as it detracts from the world’s perfection. However, God cannot rid the world of evil in an instant (as that would be tantamount to making all holy and happy by fiat, which can be assumed impossible on the grounds that God would have done it if it wasn’t) and so is restricted to doing so by degrees, as quickly as he can. Because God is not in any way responsible for or implicated in the world’s evil—either the inherent chaos of matter or the bad choices of free beings—and because he seeks to eliminate it as quickly as possible, Prémontval sees no reason to develop a Leibnizian-style theodicy, that is, a defense of God’s justice in the face of the world’s evil.

It is notable that Prémontval considers God’s aim is to make all beings happy and holy, not just all human beings. This brings nonhuman creatures
within the sphere of God’s concern: a remarkable thought for early modern times, in which philosophers typically did not take the suffering of nonhuman creatures seriously, or at least as evidence against God’s justice. Some, like Malebranche, simply denied that nonhuman creatures experience pain and suffering at all, while others, such as Leibniz, accepted that animals experience pain while arguing that its intensity was so slight that it did not speak against God’s justice. By contrast, Prémontval insists not only that nonhuman creatures suffer as much as if not more than do human beings, but that this suffering is an evil to which God is not indifferent. Quite how God will manifest his concern for nonhuman creatures is not spelled out, though Prémontval’s talk of “developments,” “improvements,” and “progress” for all beings suggests that such creatures will someday undergo great changes to their own advantage, so that they too will be happy and holy. This, presumably, will occur in the afterlife, as indeed it will for all humans. The idea that there will be an afterlife for animals, although unusual, is foreshadowed by Leibniz’s claim—which Prémontval endorses—that animals and humans, qua simple beings, are naturally indestructible, and so do not experience true death. While there has to be an element of conjecture when reconstructing Prémontval’s views on the place of animals in God’s plan, none is required to understand the place of humans therein, as he indicates support for the doctrine of universalism (which holds that all will ultimately be saved) and firmly rejects the doctrine of eternal punishment.

As noted at the outset, some of Prémontval’s doctrines anticipate later developments. His belief that the future is genuinely undetermined and cannot be known in advance even by God anticipates the doctrine of open theism as defended, for example, by William Hasker, who explicitly rejects divine foreknowledge on the grounds that the future is open. Prémontval’s belief, that all beings exist just as necessarily as God, that God is the creator of the world’s order rather than the world per se, and that God is restricted to acting on the world by influence rather than by fiat, anticipates the process theology/theodicy of David Ray Griffin, who describes God as creating out of a necessarily existing chaos of finite existents rather than out of nothing, and holds that God has the power to persuade and influence rather than coerce and control. Finally, Prémontval’s belief that God is not indifferent to the suffering of animals and will seek to rectify it anticipates the animal theodicy of Trent Dougherty, who argues that at least some animals will be perfected in the eschaton, a process that will defeat the evils they have suffered and grant them admission into heaven. There is no evidence that Prémontval himself influenced the development of any of these modern doctrines; nevertheless, it remains the case that key elements of his philosophy, especially those connected with his philosophical theology, are more in line with modern thinking than they were with the thinking of his age, which denounced them
as heretical. Ironically, he expected just such an alignment, claiming that the age that would be most receptive to his philosophy was not the one in which he happened to live, and that therefore it would be for posterity to judge of the merit of his ideas.\(^\text{123}\) Given that views very close to his own have been independently developed and are now seriously entertained, he may perhaps expect a warmer reception in our age than he got in his own.\(^\text{124}\)
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All of the texts Prémontval wrote for delivery in the Berlin Academy display a very distinctive style, typically bombastic, caustic, and dismissive. Prémontval was clearly comfortable with this style, adopting it even when writing essays not intended for oral delivery. In my translations I have not sought to soften these features of Prémontval’s writing, largely because doing so would blunt what he wants to achieve, which is often to cajole, ridicule, and even embarrass his opponent into submission. In making the translations, I have consulted the surviving manuscripts of his philosophical writings, of which there are only three: “The theology of being,” “On the physical self and moral self,” and “On the state of simple sensation.” In each case, the manuscript features the memoir Prémontval read at the Berlin Academy, and in each case, the memoir was revised prior to publication. All of the differences between the manuscripts and the published version of these memoirs are indicated in the endnotes.